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Editorial

Much attention has been drawn to impending patent expiration of several highly marketed drugs and the action of pharmaceutical companies to skirt investment through consolidation or changes in dosing/marketing. Overlooked is what promises to be a larger movement: the slow transformation in understanding the largest market for drugs, those that address chronic age-related disease. Increased realization of these conditions as long-term adaptive survival responses to the aging process has revealed the critical role of lifestyle, whether the condition is cancer, heart disease, arthritis, diabetes, or neurodegenerative disease. Socioeconomic factors, such as education, exercise, and nutrient intake, have emerged as primary determinants that are incompletely addressed by drugs alone. Lifestyle control has played a major part in reduction of heart disease and cancer, and lack of control in other aspects is responsible for increased diabetes displaying as metabolic syndrome. Aggressive development of approaches to exploit natural adaptive responses is being used to promote health.

Both food industry and pharmaceutical giants are entering this market, now estimated at US$151 Billion annually. As development proceeds, it is critical to assess safety no matter what the origin. Why? Because in the natural world, plants and diverse animals accumulate complex chemical compounds not just to function, but also to protect themselves from predators. It may well be that the health benefits of vegetables and fruits derive as much from these ‘toxins’ as vitamins, evidenced by the weak record of vitamin supplements to augment health of well nourished individuals. Further, even the ‘safest’ of foods underlie the biggest health problem we are now facing, metabolic syndrome. We do not know if metabolic syndrome is a result of a high carbohydrate diet, lack of exercise, or other changes. An understanding of the mechanism of action of these supplements and diet alterations is essential as diet and nutraceuticals are used to promote health. Looking inward to nutrients and health looks back to the origins of medicinal practice where plant extracts and diet were the primary treatments, but can now be enriched by modern empirical clinical trials to demonstrate efficacy and safety. The application of modern research techniques to traditional medicine may be the answer to today’s largest health concerns.
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